## Schedule at a Glance

### 8:00-8:30 AM
- **Registration**

### 8:30-8:55 AM
- **Welcome & Opening Remarks**
  - Lloyd Walker, PhD. Dean of the College of Agriculture, Life, and Natural Sciences, Alabama A&M
  - Deden Rukmana, PhD. Professor and Chair Department of Community & Regional Planning, Alabama A&M

### 9:00-9:55 AM
- **Concurrent Sessions**
  - **Room A**
    - **Association Between Health Disparities and Neighborhood Characteristics**
      - Deden Rukmana, PhD;
      - Na’Taki Osborne Jelks, PhD
    - **An Innovative Redevelopment Project in Downtown Huntsville, AL**
      - Lavinia Gullet
      - Alabama A&M University
  - **Room B**
    - **Technology Enhancing Exercise and Nutrition (TEEN)**
      - Tamara Warren, PhD;
      - Shanetria Brown, MS
    - **Homelessness in The Huntsville MSA**
      - Aliyah Riley;
      - Shardae’ King
      - Alabama A&M University
  - **Room C**
    - **Contestation & Cooperation for Urban Lands in Lago Nigeria**
      - Jennifer Obado Joel
      - University of Central Florida, Orlando
    - **Why Formalizing Slum in India Is So Tough?**
      - Ziming Li
      - University of Florida

### 10:00-10:55 AM
- **Concurrent Sessions**
  - **Room A**
    - **Homeownership, Dwelling Type, & Respondent’s Perception of Fear**
      - Mahjuja Taznin, PhD
      - Alabama A&M University
  - **Room B**
    - **How Many Truck Driving Jobs Will Autonomous Vehicles Eliminate?**
      - Li (Kerry) Fang
      - Florida State University
    - **Latino Immigrant Travel**
      - Samar Misra; Will Balderama;
      - Emily Erickson, PhD
      - Alabama A&M University
  - **Room C**
    - **Rental Housing Business Licensing Program as a Solution for Substandard Housing in Rhode Island**
      - Tanay Nunna; Tova Ibbotson;
      - Rocket Drew; Kristina Shum
      - Brown University
    - **Southern Manufacturing Worker Study**
      - Lavinia Gullet;
      - Tayla Solomon;
      - Shawn Jenkins; Emily Erickson, PhD
      - Alabama A&M University

### 11:00-11:55 AM
- **Plenary Session**
  - **BlackSpaces: Brownsville/ Heritage Conservation Tools for Practitioners**
  - Emma Osore
  - BlackSpaces

### 12:00-1:00 PM
- **Lunch**

### 1:00-1:55 PM
- **Concurrent Sessions**
  - **Room A**
    - **The Cityhood Movement & Its Innovations in Racialized Political Rhetoric**
      - Eric Bettis
      - University of Michigan
  - **Room B**
    - **Disparities in The Distribution of Sustainable Urban Parks**
      - Mercy Shenge, PhD
    - **The Legal Basis and Race-Based Implications of The Cityhood Movement in Georgia: 2005-2019**
      - Patrice Ruffin, AICP
  - **Room C**
    - **The Consequences of Climate Change Losses for Resource-Constrained Households**
      - Joyce Ann Pressley, PhD
    - **Community Benefits Agreements in the South**
      - Jobs to Move America

### 2:00-2:55 PM
- **Concurrent Sessions**
  - **Room A**
    - **The American Planning Association’s FutureShape Research Agenda & Social Equity: Will It Help?**
      - Jordan Yin, PhD
      - Alabama A&M University
  - **Room B**
    - **Southern Manufacturing Worker Study**
      - Lavinia Gullet; Tayla Solomon;
      - Shawn Jenkins; Emily Erickson, PhD
      - Alabama A&M University
  - **Room C**
    - **Alumni & Student Mixer**

### 2:55-3:15 PM
- **Afternoon Break**

### 3:15-4:15 PM
- **Plenary Session**
  - **Reconstructing a Community Plan in a Deconstructed African American Community in Birmingham, AL**
  - Ivan Holloway, Executive Director
  - Urban Impact, Inc.
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